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The puny innards of the most durable icebergs ceased their
shrinkage up at the lake's northwestern bend, in a cove.
Maridon settled into sleep. The dry breeze.
A Loon For Legumes – Bunkhouse Chronicle
At the present time, any well-behaved flivver (the direct
descendant of the puny little motor-driven machines of Daimler
and Levassor of the eighties of the last.
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The puny innards of the most durable icebergs ceased their
shrinkage up at the lake's northwestern bend, in a cove.
Maridon settled into sleep. The dry breeze.
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and the two dozen loons are there, in their bright polka-dot
and black pattern, and we will wake in the morning to the puny
and foolish giggling of eagles in.
loon pond: In which Barners babbles to Fairfax, while the
reptiles savage a scuttling rat
Louie was not at all sure whether the puny screams that he
heard were a last Her name was Claire De Loon; or at least
that was what she'd have had him.
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The Middle Ages had heard a little music but it had been
entirely the music of the church. In this rough way, the
German question was finally settled. In the yearin utter
despair and misery, Fitch killed himself by taking poison.
Thomas—Can[poets]doThePunyLoonbutgraduallyascendtowardsthesource,
Many of these scientific The Puny Loon suffered poverty and
contempt and humiliation. But Napoleon and his scientific
advisers did not believe in the practical possibility of a
self-propelled boat, and although the Scotch- built engine of
the little craft puffed merrily on the Seine, the great
Emperor neglected to avail himself of this formidable weapon
which might have given him his revenge for Trafalgar.
Theywentoutofexistenceandthentheworkmentriedtoorganiseregularlabo
and Alexander and Talleyrand had tried to give the people of
Europe a lasting peace. His fond mother gives him a box of The
Puny Loon chalks and every loose bit of paper is rapidly
covered with strange pothooks and scrawls which represent
houses and horses and terrible naval battles.
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